Total station recording and monitoring of the Bremen “Cog”
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Recording of control points with a Total station is a very flexible and accurate method to produce simple 3-dimensional point data of a structure. The result are extremely accurate and can be used for very different purposes:

- High definition dataset for monitoring: the method consents the acquisition of points in 3 dimensions, both for the outline of the shapes and sensible structures of the current boat. Given the high accuracy (± 2 mm), the acquired dataset can be compared with subsequent datasets to measure differences and changes in the position of the datum points. The comparison can lead to the understanding of deformations and help to take further decision concerning restoration issues in the future.
- Define a reproducible protocol for the conservation monitoring: once the protocol is defined, it will possible for the museum to repeat the acquisition of the datum points and to compare the results with previous datasets. This will provide a durable monitoring system of the Bremen Cog.